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ARTIFICIAL GRASS FOR SPORTS
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While the market is increasing and adjusting its products to end user needs, our constantly 
researches and improvements, gives us the ability to design, produce, test and improve 
our arti�cial grass systems with passion, even on tailormade customer solutions. 

We design to o�er high-quality performance during their entire life cycle. Ensuring 
systems that can be used in all weather conditions. 

Therefore, we take care about the whole supply chain and work with major 
raw material suppliers who can meet our required quality standards, 
especially in high-end yarns with a variety of shapes for it´s products.

´Make it greener with us´ and discover our collection to check out our 
product range….

B&C Skandinavia Sport is a Skandianvian Manufacturer, for all kind of arti�cial
 grass applications. Our high-end arti�cial grass solutions will cover all your needs
 in Landscape, Sports, Multi-purpose, Leisure and Playing Areas. 
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Project Support 
Our main objective is to ensure the best solutions to our customer’s projects with 
technical know-how.

Customer Service 
We make sure to provide the best customer service from the �rst contact 
delivering the goods, supported by our competent & international team.

After Sales Service
Your satisfaction is our priority; we accompany you at all stages 
until the consumer is happy on long term.

“We design to o�er high-quality performance during 
their entire life cycle. Ensuring systems that can be 
used in all weather conditions”
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QUALITY
ASSURANCE

Production Quality
We take care about the whole supply chain and work with major raw material 
suppliers who can meet our required quality standards, especially in high-end 
yarns with a variety of shapes for it´s products.

Environmental Awareness 
We believe in a green future. We invest to produce by considering our 
environment. 

Knowledge-driven Operations  
Managing safety and health is an integral part of our business; 
We care about our Team by ensuring a pleasant workplace.

Raw materials sourced from reliable suppliers according to REACH Norms, complying 
with EN71-3 directives and are Lead & Cadmium free.

QUALITY
ASSURANCE
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PADEL
Padel - The world fastest growing sport; mildly digressed from Tennis it is suitable for all 
ages and encourages highly social relationships. Padel is also called Padel Tennis or 
Paddle Tennis. 

Known as being born in Mexico, spread to Spain and Argentina. Nowadays Padel 
started to get popular in a lot of countries including Germany, Italy, Portugal, 
Scandinavian countries, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and many more.

Formerly known as Padel Tennis, it maintains the same rules and scoring 
as tennis, in a simpli�ed way. The only di�erences are smaller court 
sizes, hard racquets, and a softer ball.

PADEL
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As B&C Skandianvia sport we provide three types of Padel grass 
in order to meet di�erent kinds of needs, developed 
accordingly to international standards and players´ bene�ts, 
we are constantly evolving our product to the latest  player needs.
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PADEL ECO

PADEL ECO

Our Eco grass, with its �brillated �bers supports the ball’s bouncing 
movements, which is highly important in this sport. The ball needs 
to move naturally, that’s why Padel Eco arti�cial grass was 
designed and produced by considering these properties. It is a 
traditional and a�ordable product that is more suitable for 
amateur courts. The sand works signi�cantly better on 
�brillated turf and also assists fast games.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

5000 Dtex FibrillatedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

5,5mm

100µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron
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PADEL 
STRAIGHT

PADEL STRAIGHT

Our Eco grass, with its �brillated �bers supports the ball’s bouncing 
movements, which is highly important in this sport. The ball needs 
to move naturally, that’s why Padel Eco arti�cial grass was 
designed and produced by considering these properties. It is a 
traditional and a�ordable product that is more suitable for 
amateur courts. The sand works signi�cantly better on 
�brillated turf and also assists fast games.

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/6 Dtex StraightShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,25mm

210µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron
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PADEL PRO

PADEL PRO

*customized speci�cations upon request.

9000/4 Dtex TexturizedShape Yarn PE%100 UVResistance

Performance-�lled

Professional Quality for Stadiums

High resilience 

High sliding performance

Optimum ball roll speed 

Excellent grip 

Wear resistance

1,3mm

285µm

Green Blue

Width
Micron
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This product is designed with texturized mono�lament �bers which 
became more and more popular nowadays. After long research and 
development processes, it became our most preferred padel turf, especially
 for use at professional Padel �elds. 
It allows an intensive use, has an optimal padding and provides 
perfect balance between grip and slide.
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B&C SKANDINAVIA  AS

HEAD OFFICE
A

FACTORY
Organize sanayi cadesi:1 sokak Yuregir /Adana 
Turkiye
TEL
 +90 552 699 97 93

EMAIL
info@bcskandinavia.com

WEBSITE
www.bcsturf.com
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